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Introduction 

Peter Zeitz and Gary Ginsburg approached Eco-Reps because they wanted to initiate a             
sustainability project in the University of Pennsylvania Health System (UPHS). While doing            
research, we found that there was no record of sustainability practices across the different              
hospital facilities. Because of this, we decided the first step in this project was to create a                 
baseline report of the practices already implemented in four of the fifteen hospitals that comprise               
UPHS. These were Penn Presbyterian Medical Center, Hospital of the University of            
Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania Hospital and Penn Medicine at Rittenhouse. We contacted facilities           
managers of various departments and sent a short, 3-question survey in order to acquire a               
baseline of sustainability practices used at the hospitals. The hope of this baseline is create a                
record and share best practices between locations and, in the future, help improve or implement               
practices. 
 
Project Goals 

Create a record of sustainable practices and initiatives in a subset of the facilities that               
comprise UPHS. With this record, future Eco-Reps will be able to narrow down a specific               
problem and help either improve the current initiative or put one in place. 
 
 
Key Stakeholders 

● Partners 
○ Peter Zeitz: Peter is the Energy Manager at UPHS.  

■ Contact: Peter.Zeitz@uphs.upenn.edu (retiring in June 2018) 
○ Gary Ginsberg: Gary is the Assistant Executive Director at Penn Presbyterian           

Medical Center. 
■ Contact: Gary.Ginsberg@uphs.upenn.edu 

 
Methodology 

1. Conduct research on UPHS and determine which are more feasible and accessible to             
conduct further research 

2. Conduct visits to different facilities departments at Penn Presbyterian Medical Center,           
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania Hospital, and Penn Medicine at            
Rittenhouse 

3. Acquire contact information for facilities managers in each hospital in order to administer             
survey via email: 

a. What sustainability initiatives has your hospital implemented? 
b. Which initiatives are going well, and where is there opportunity for improvement? 
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c. Are there any new initiatives your hospital is planning to implement this coming             
year? 

4. Collect responses from all (30+) managers 
5. Create report highlighting all current and future practices 

 
 
Key Findings: Executive Summary 
 
Penn Presbyterian Medical Center (PPMC) 
 

The employees at Presbyterian Hospital provided us with a detailed report and            
information regarding the sustainability initiatives at their institution. Their departments have           
implemented multiple initiatives, including reprocessing of medical devices such as EP lab            
catheters, cables, SCD sleeves with Stryker Sustainability and X-Fix devices with J&J. They             
state that it not only saves on cost of purchasing new devices (about $200,000 YTD), but also                 
prevents the frequent disposing of these devices in landfills. Furthermore, they are also planning              
to introduce an initiative to save paper via a new system of treating sensitive patient data on                 
medical devices. In the future they hope to increase recycling awareness and opportunities             
among employees and patients alike.  
 
 
Pennsylvania Hospital (PAH) 

PAH recently transitioned to an order-based cafeteria system, so now they only prepare             
food based on what is requested by patients. They believe this change has reduced their food                
waste significantly; however, they are currently not tracking food waste generation. They have             
an in-house Energy Management Specialist that oversees utility consumption daily, and is            
attentive to consumption during "Conservation Days." They also believe that their lighting            
program, to change from old T12 lamps to LED lamps, is going well. In order to implement new                  
initiatives, they must acquire approval of capital projects. 

 
Penn Medicine at Rittenhouse (PMRH) 

At PMRH, multiple waste reduction and recycling initiatives are already in place. The             
hospital also has a LED lighting replacement project, and Gary Maccorkle who is in charge of                
the project, noted that there exists a need for greater funding for the project. This added funding                 
would expedite the project's completion.  

 
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania (HUP) 
 



The Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania has implemented the greatest amount of             
initiatives compared to the other hospitals. They currently minimize waste through reprocessing            
certain approved medical devices, and all of the discarded electronic devices are recycled             
through a separate e-waste vendor. They limit their styrofoam use, given it is not recyclable, and                
they recycle cardboard, fluorescent lamps and light bulbs. HUP also sends demolition debris to a               
recycling center. Their energy conservation approaches include: usage of LED lighting, reducing            
lighting during evening hours, and air conditioning is reduced in non-critical areas during             
off-hours. Finally, all departments have the option of purchasing recycled toner cartridges and             
focus on buying non-toxic and biodegradable cleaning chemicals. In the coming year, HUP will              
be transitioning to digital drawings to reduce paper usage. Employees hope to recycle regulated              
medical waste and in 2019 they are considering introducing chilled water software management             
programs which can optimize the usage and efficiency of air conditioning. Finally, the             
employees hope to reduce waste generating practices, as well as increase availability of recycling              
by through introducing more bins throughout their complex. 
 
 
  



 
Appendix 
 
 

Table 1: Research Findings by Hospital and Practice 
 

Penn Presbyterian Medical Center (PPMC) 

Practice Description Contact 

Minimizing 
Waste 

Maintain medical battery recycling at 100%. Steven Koza 

Recycle batteries in the ORs. Theresa Colyar 

Reprocessing of medical devices such as EP Lab        
Catheters, Cables, SCD Sleeves with Stryker      
Sustainability and X-Fix Devices with J&J 

Arthur Schimmel 

The Radiology Department recycles film, paper,      
and boxes. All images are digital so there is no          
longer use of chemicals in the area. 

Carolyn Persinger 

Any paperwork accumulated is placed in a secure        
department bin, which is then shredded by the        
EVS Department. 

Jason Gunn 

Continuing to find opportunities to eliminate      
Styrofoam 

Robert Canney 

Recycle oil from our deep fat fryer Robert Canney 

In the cafeteria, food service provides containers       
for customers to recycle the cardboard trays (made        
with recyclable fiber), bottles, cans, and paper 

Robert Canney 

Conserving 
Energy 

All departments shut down the equipment nightly       
to conserve energy 

Carolyn Persinger 

 
 

Penn Medicine at Rittenhouse (PMRH) 

Practice Description Contact 

Minimizing 
Waste 

Recycle fluorescent lamps; ENVS department     
implemented a new program for co-mingled glass       
and plastic recycling 

Gary Maccorkle 

Began switching to LED lighting, as possible Gary Maccorkle 



Recycling efforts in place for cardboard, wood       
pallets, paper, and printer cartridges 

Joseph Cooney 

Recycling efforts in place for cooking oil Joseph Cooney 

 
 

Pennsylvania Hospital (PAH) 

Practice Description Contact 

Minimizing 
Waste 

They have a collection area for recycling batteries        
in their trash room. 

Eileen Angelino 

Recycle lamps throughout hospital complex     
through Corporate Lighting (vendor). 

Pat Lanzilotta 

Conserving 
Energy 

During all capital projects, we insure all MEP        
equipment is designed with hi-efficiency for      
energy saving. 

Pat Lanzilotta 

We also, have an in-house Energy Management       
Specialist that oversees utility consumption daily,      
especially during “Conservation Days.” 

Pat Lanzilotta 

Eating Local Food Waste is not tracked any longer as it is          
minimal with the new cafeteria design. 

Carolyn Tobin 

 
 

Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania (HUP) 

Practice Description Contact 

Minimizing 
Waste 

They reprocess approved medical devices, which      
allows them to reuse the devices multiple times. 

Bob Fischer 

All discarded, electronic medical equipment is      
recycled through a dedicated e-waste vendor. 

Bob Fischer 

HUP uses reusable surgeons gowns, isolation      
gowns and surgical linen. 

Bob Fischer 

We separate and recycle all cardboard boxes. Bob Fischer 

We eliminated styrofoam cups from our hospital. Bob Fischer 

All demolition debris goes to a recycling &        Ray McDonald & Chas    



reclaiming center & precious metals go to a scrap         
yard. 

Steiner 

We recycle all e-waste (monitors, computers, etc). Samir Shah & Sharon    
Mullen 

Fluorescent lamp recycling as done for most       
locations: vendor is LampSafe. 

Frank Connelly 

We recycle fluorescent light bulbs, batteries      
(rechargeable and alkaline), ballasts and capture      
mercury. 

Kevin Heym 

At various levels at the hospitals there is        
co-mingled (single stream) recycling of plastic,      
aluminum, paper, cardboard. 

Kevin Heym 

Conserving 
Energy 

 
Lighting is reduced at night to conserve energy. 

Ray McDonald & Chas    
Steiner 

LED lights are used on all major projects; We         
have installed roughly 5,000 LED lamps mostly in        
high usage are such as corridors. 

Frank Connelly 

In 2017 the Perelman air conditioning was       
modified to reduce the conditioned air sent to        
non-critical areas during off hours. 

Frank Connelly 

The Physical plant performs an annual survey of        
Steam Traps (several thousand) to reduce lost       
steam due to failed equipment. 

Frank Connelly 

Purchasing 
Practices 

Departments have the option to purchase recycled       
toner cartridges 

Bob Fischer 

We try to use less toxic & biodegradable        
chemicals throughout the hospital. 

Ray McDonald & Chas    
Steiner 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Contact Information 
 
Penn Medicine at Rittenhouse (PMRH) 

● Joseph Cooney — Assistant Executive Director 
○ joseph.cooney@uphs.upenn.edu 

● Gary Maccorkle — Supervisor - Operations and Maintenance 
○ gary.maccorkle@uphs.upenn.edu 

 
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania (HUP) 

● Steven Gaynes  — Environmental Services Manager 
○ Steven.Gaynes@uphs.upenn.edu 

● Bob Fisher —  Director of Material Management 
○ fisherr@uphs.upenn.edu 

● Brad Powers — Interim Director Food Services 
○ 215-713-6101 

● Ray McDonald — Construction Waste: Project Superintendent 
○ rmcdonal@Lfdriscoll.com 

● Kevin Heym — Corporate Safety / Industrial Hygienist 
○ kevin.heym@uphs.upenn.edu 

● Samir Shah — Clinical Electronics 
○ samir.shah@uphs.upenn.edu 

● Sharon Mullen — HUP Information Officer 
○ Sharon.mullen@uphs.upenn.edu 

● Frank Connelly — Green Offices, Printing, Construction 
○ Francis.connelly@uphs.upenn.edu 

 
Penn Presbyterian Medical Center (PPMC) 

● Gary Ginsburg — Assistant Executive Director 
○ gary.ginsberg@uphs.upenn.edu 

● Steven Koza — Clinical Engineering/Medical Equipment 
○ Steven.Koza@uphs.upenn.edu 

● Art Schimmel — Materials Management/Supplies/Distribution 
○ Arthur.Schimmel@uphs.upenn.edu 

● Gary Green — Physical Plant/Engineering/Maintenance 
○ Arthur.Schimmel@uphs.upenn.edu 

● Carolyn Persinger — Medical Imaging/Radiology 
○ Carolyn.Persinger@uphs.upenn.edu 

● Marc Argentieri — Environmental Services/Housekeeping 
○ Marc.Argentieri@uphs.upenn.edu 
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● Mike Atweh — Clinical Labs/Pathology 
○ Mahmoud.Atweh@uphs.upenn.edu 

● Jason Gunn — IT 
○ Jason.Gunn@uphs.upenn.edu 

● Theresa Colyar — Operating Rooms: Periop 
○ Theresa.Colyar@uphs.upenn.edu 

● Rob Canney — Dietary 
○ Robert.Canney@uphs.upenn.edu 

 
Pennsylvania Hospital  

● Jeff O’Neill — Senior Director Facilities 
○ jeff.oneill@uphs.upenn.edu 

● Carolyn Tobin  
○ carolyn.tobin@uphs.upenn.edu 

● Eileen Angelino — Electronics 
○ eileen.angelino@uphs.upenn.edu 

 
 
Eco-Reps Students 

● Brigitte Baella 
○ bbaella@sas.upenn.edu 

● Andrej Patoski 
○ apatoski@sas.upenn.edu 

● Melinda Hu 
○ hmelinda@wharton.upenn.edu 

● Alejandro Romero 
○ alerom@wharton.upenn.edu 
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